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Medical literature is being published at a rapidly increasing 
rate.  DOC Search was designed to use advanced natural 
language processing, ontology, and machine learning sys-
tems to read and process information in near real-time. 

BACKGROUND

 ■ Search functionality: Limited to keyword search, 
with minimal Medical Subject Headings (MeSH) 
integration in hierarchical taxonomies and 
ontologies. 

 ■ Syntactic and semantic parsing of medical 
language on a large database containing ~30.4 
million items and 1.3 million concepts (2.8 million 
terms).   

 ■ Coverage and integration: Primary focus on 
academic publications, and gray literature (e.g., 
news outlets, guidelines) are unexplored. 

 ■ Multiple sources, including PubMed, ClinicalTrials.
gov, DailyMed, European Public Assessment 
Reports (EPAR), World Health Organization 
International Clinical Trials Registry Platform 
(WHO-ICTRP) and 85+ RSS news feeds.

 ■ Interactive analytics: Failure fully exploit interactive 
analytics, including authorship and between 
publication links.

 ■ Metadata from an ontology derived from the UMLS 
(including MedDRA, RxNorm, SNOMED, MESH, 
and other proprietary data sources) providing 
billions of semantic relations across all sources. 
Transitive resolution of article links identifies all 
publications associated with the same underlying 
study.

 ■ Use of artificial intelligence technologies: No 
rapid prototype of novel AI technologies for more 
comprehensive search and interactive analytics. 

Machine learning is a rapidly developing field. Although the tool occasionally misses concepts or incorrectly 
labels terms, this example showed that DOC Search provided annotations faster and more reliably than could 
have previously been achieved. This can provide significant value to researchers. 

Conclusion

We sought to use DOC Search to explore the lit-
erature and use in conducting rapid searches to 
address relevant questions in oncology.

OBJECTIVES

• We used the tool to search for articles related to the use 
of non-proportional hazards (NPH) statistical methods 
when the proportional hazards assumption is violated, 
and how sponsors addressed the issue in regulatory and 
HTA submissions.

• We first entered “oncology” in the search bar to note the 
machine-generated synonymous variations alternate la-
bels of the concept.

• Second, we sought to identify whether the term “non-pro-
portional hazards” was recognized as a bound term in 
the ontology.

• We investigated the natural language processing-driven 
annotation of the abstracts into patient characteristics, 
interventions and outcomes (PICO) along with co-ocur-
rences of relevant terms.

• Finally, for articles identified, we investigated whether 
the system could identify multiple publications from the 
same study and provide direct links to those studies.

METHODS

Figure 1 shows the list of suggested terms for “oncology.”  

For terms related to “NPH”, no specific items in the ontology 
system were automatically identified, so we added free 
text terms using Boolean operators (Figure 3). 

The tool quickly delivered a number of relevant articles 
(Figure 4) that could be used without further refinement to 
craft a presentation. 

An example of a relevant article shows the PICO-annotated 
abstract (Figure 5), along with a Frequency Table that 
aggregates the results of the indexing. 

The AI technology identifies relevant medical concepts and 
“binds” those terms to a standard terminology from the 
ontology mapping for easy user review across all retrieved 
publications.

The PICO annotated concepts in an article are “bound” to 
a standardized ontological term, and then displayed in a 
summary table at the bottom of the reference page

DOC Search automatically identified and linked associated 
publications across all data sources (Figure 6). In one 
relevant case, researchers quickly navigated from a trial 
registry on ClinicalTrials.gov, to a corresponding ASCO 
meeting abstract, and finally to the full publication on 
PubMed.

Figure 2 displays the alternate terms of “Oncology” along 
with the ontology mapping from multiple vocabularies (Fig-
ure 2). The “descendants of” feature allowed for inclusion 
of all synonyms for the term “Oncology” in addition to any 
downstream terms, such as specific cancers or tumor types.

Results
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Existing search tools have several limitations:

DOC Search was designed to overcome these limitations, 
and now includes:
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